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A SENSE OF DIRECTION. A new directory in the.
Jerome Library should make the library less confusing
to its patrons.
The directory contains floor plans of the library and
a listing of all offices and services as well as a plaque
honoring the library's namesake, former President
William T. Jerome.
Purchase of the directory was funded in part by the
Friends of the University Libraries and Center for Archival Collections.

Datebook
Exhibits

Thursday, Oct. 6

Drawings and paintings by Linda
Ames-Bell, through Oct. 16, McFall Center
Gallery. Gallery hours are 8:30 a.m. to 5
p.m. weekdays and 2·5 p.m. Sundays.
"Stories My Father Told Me of Clowns,
Buffoons and Court Jesters," an exhibit of
sculpture by Ed Parker, assistant
professor of art at Cuyahoga Community
College, Oct. 6-21, Mileti Alumni Center
Gallery. Gallery hours are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
weekdays.
In conjunction with the showing,
sponsored by the University's Ethnic
Cultural Arts Program, Parker will spend
four days on campus talking to classes
and meeting informally with faculty and
students.
Collages, stamp art and photography by
Bill Whorral, opening at 2 p.m. Sunday.
Oct. 9, continuing through Oct. 30. Fine
Arts Gallery, School of Art. Gallery hours
are 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. weekdays and 2-5
p.m. Sundays.

Administrative Staff Council, 1:30 p.m.,
Taft Room, University Union.
"Bowling Green Mayors," a Bowling
Green Sesquicer:te'lnial special, 5:30 p.m.,
WBGU-TV, Channel 57127. The program
will be rebroadcast at 4 p.m. Sunday, Oct.
9.
"Hot L Baltimore," University Theatre
production, 8 p.m., Main Auditorium,
Uni·1ersity Hall. Tickets are $4 for adults;
$2 for senior citizens, children and
students. Call 372-2719 for reservations.

PRESIDENT "ON THE LINE." President
Olscamp will discuss "Academic Freedom and Controversy" on "Weeknightly: On the Line" Tuesday
(Oct 4) at 5:30 p.m. on WBGU-TV, Channel 57/27.
Viewers may call in questions to Dr. Olscamp during
the program by phoning 372-0121. Questions also may
be submitted in advance in writing to "On the Line,"
WBGU-TV.
The interview will be rebroadcast at 11 p.m.
Dr. Olscamp is a guest the first Tuesday of each
month on the "On the Line" program.

ClassiRed Staff
Advisory Committee

Members of the Classified Staff
Advisory Committee organized for the
coming year at their Sept. 21 meeting
in the Perry-Croghan Room of the
University Union.
The committee has increased its
membership by five for a total of 20
members this year. New committee
members are Betty Firsdon, plant
operations and maintenance; Alice
Hagemeyer, University budgets and
Friday, Oct.
capital planning; Lois Howe, plant
operations and maintenance; Kathy
"Remember When," a Bowling Green
Phillips, inventory management; Lois
Sesquicentennial special, 5:30 and 11
Siivieus, college student personnel;
p.m., WBGU·TV, Channel 57127.
Volleyball vs. Northern Illinois, 7 p.m.
John Spoores, maintenance; Sharon
Memorial Hall.
Stuart, health services; and Diane
"Hot L Baltimore," University Theatre
Whitmire, public relations
production, 8 p.m., Main Auditorium,
(representative of part·time
University Hall. For ticket information call
employees).
372-2719.
Continuing members include Linda
"Arthur," UAO film series. 8 and 10
Canterbury,
athletics; Beverly CoJJe,
p.m., 210 Math-Science Bldg. Tickets are
Monday, Oct. 3
international programs; Jo Anne
$1.50 with University 1.0. Two tickets can
"The History of Early Bowling Green"
be purchased with one 1.0.
·
Dailey, arts and sciences; John
by Mrs. Donald Gamble, a Bowling Green
Donohoe, University Union; McDonna
Se.squiceritennial Celebration special, 5:30 Saturday, Oct. 8
Doolittle, food operations; Laura
and 11 p.m .. WBGU·TV, Channel 57/27.
Emch,
financial aid and student
Football
vs.
Toledo,
Homecoming
1983,
"Marie," German film with English
employment; Irene Farr, library;
1:30 p.m., stadium. For ticket information
subtitles, 7:30 p.m .. Gish Film Theater,
call the Memorial Hall ticket office,
Sharon Franklin, planning and
Hanna Hall. Free.
372-2364.
budgeting; Iva Hillard, custodial
Volleyball vs. Western Michigan, 4:30
services; David Maley, food
Tuesday, Oct.
p.m., Memorial Hall.
operations (chair of the CSAC); Chris
Soccer vs. Miami, Homecoming, 4 p.m.,
Faculty Senate, 2:30 p.m., McFall Center
Sexton, WBGU-TV (ex-officio); Gloria
Cochrane
Field.
·
Assembly Room.
Sponsler, alumni and development;
"Hot L Baltimore," University Theatre
"Weeknightly: On the Line," featuring
and Charlotte Starnes, public safety.
production, 8 p.m., Main Auditorium,
President Olscamp discussing "Academic
Members were elected to serve on
University Hall. For ticket information call
Freedom and Controversy," 5:30 p.m.,
the following committees; President's
372-2719.
WBGU-TV, Channel 57127. The program is
Graduate Recital Series, 8 p.m., Bryan
Panel, Howe; Operating Area Budget
rebroadcast at 11 p.m.
Recital Hail, Moore Musical Arts Center.
Committee, Sponsler and Donohoe;
The free program is sponsored by the
Monitor "Commentary" committee,
Wednesday, Oct. 5
BGSU Music Graduate Student
Firsdon.
Association.
Organization of various
Classified Staff Brown Bag Luncheon,
Bowling Green Philhannonia, directed
noon, Northeast Commons. Karl Vcgt, vice by Grzegorz Nowak, 8 p.m., Kobacker Hail, subcommittees also was discussed.
president for operations, will be the
An Employee Award subcommittee
Moore Musical Arts Center. Free.
speaker.
was suggested to explore and
"Arthur," UAO film series, 8 p.m., 210
"A Walking Tour of Bowling Green with
Math-Science Bldg. Tickets are $1.50 with
recommend possibilities for
Lyle Fletcher," Bowling Green
Ur.iversity 1.0. Two tickets can be
recognizing the achievements and
Sesquicentennial special, 5:30 and 11
purchased with one 1.0.
merit of classified employees on
p.m., WBGU-TV, Channel 57127.
campus; a Grievance Procedure
Cellist Alan Smith, faculty recital, 8
Sunday, Oct. 9
subcommittee was suggested to
p.m., Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical Arts
Fall Concert Band and Wind Ensemble,
improve University grievance
Center. Free.
directed by Mark S. Kelly, 3 p.m.,
procedures for classified employees.
Kobacke~ Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center.
Other subcommittees of the CSAC
Free.
include
the By-Laws Committee,
Trombonist Paul Hunt, faculty recital, 8
Handbook Committee and Publicity
p.m., Bryan Recital Hall, Moore Musical
Arts Center. Free. Hunt will be assisted by
David Melle, flute; John Bentley, oboe;
Planning group needs
Edward Marks, clarinet; Robert Moore,
bassoon; Richard Cioffari, piano; and
CLASSIAED EMPLOYMENT
staff representative
Herbert Spencer, horn.
OPPORTUNmES
A representative of the classified
'Indicates that an internal candidate from
Monday, Oct. 10
the department is bidding and being
staff is needed to serve on the
considered for the position.
University's Long-Range Planning
"A Husband for Life," German film with
Committee.
English subtitles, 7:30 p.m., Gish Film
NEW VACANCIES
To be eligible for membership on
Theater, Hanna Hall. Free.
Posting Expiration Date: 5 p.m. Monday,
the
committee, staff members
Oct. 10, 1983
must
have at least four years of
:Monitor
10-10-1 Cook 1
service
at Bowling Green. Election
Pay Range 3
Monitor is published weekly for
will be by vote of the entire
University Union
faculty and staH of Bowling Green
classified staff.
State
University. The deadline to
10-10-2 Typist 1
Any staff interested in serving
submit material for the next issue,
Pay Range 3
on
the committee should submit
Monday, Oct. 10, is 5 p.m. Tuesday,
Social Philosophy & Policy
his/her
name in writing to Jo Anne
Oct. 4.
Center
Dailey,
secretary of the Classified
Editor: Linda Swaisgood
Temporary part-time, grant·
Staff
Advisory
Committee, in the
Editorial
Assistant:
Deborah
funded to June 38, 1984
College of Arts and Sciences no
Schmook
Change of address, "Commentaries"
later than Wednesday, Oct. 12.
CONTINUING VACANCIES
and other notices should be sent to:
The Long-Range Planning
Posting Expiration Date: 5 p.m. Monday,
Monitor
Committee is an advisory group to
Oct. 3, 1983
Office of Public Relations
10-3-1
·omce Manager 1
the vice president for academic
806 Administration Bldg.
Pay Range 28
affairs on all matters related to the
Bowling Green, OH 43403
Psychology Department
University's long-range planning.
The committee also recommends
priorities for the allocation of the
entire range of University
resources consistent with the
The following faculty positions have been authorized:
mission of the University and
English: Associate professor. Contact Lester Barber (2-2576). Deadline: Dec. 8, 1983
makes recommendations on longPolitlcal Science: Assistant professor. Contact chair, search committee, political
range cost and revenue projections
science department (2-2921). Deadline: Jan. 15, 1984
for the University.
Speech Communication: Assistant professor. Contact Herbert J. Greenberg (2·2515).
Deadline: Jan. 15, 1984
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Employment
Opportunities

Faculty/Staff Positions
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Senate takes official stand

Committee. Membership for each
subcommittee will be finalized at the
October meeting.
It was announced that Brown Bag
lunches, open to all classified staff,
will be held from noon to 1 p.m. the
first Wednesday of each month at the
Northeast Commons. Karl Vogt, vice
president for operations, will be the
CSAC's guest at the first luncheon on
Oct. 5. Classified employees are
encouraged to attend with questions
and comments they wish to address
to Dr. Vogt.
The next regular meeting of the
CSAC will be at 2 p.m. Wednesday,
Oct. 19, in the Faculty Lounge on the
second floor of the University Union.
Classified employees are encouraged
to contact any committee member
with suggestions or concerns relating
to classified staff.

Holiday schedule
set through 1985
The Office of Personnel Support
Services has announced the following
holiday schedules for the remainder
of the 1983 calendar year and for the
1984 and 1985 calendar years.
These schedules are, however,
subject to change to ensure that they
correspond with the academic
calendar and with state, federal and
University policies and regulations.
Remainder 1983
Nov. 11 (Friday) - Veterans' Day
Nov. 24 (Thursday) - Thanksgiving
Day
Nov. 25 (Friday) - Reassignment
of Presidents' Day (floating holiday)
Dec. 23 (Friday) - Reassignment of
Columbus Day (floating holiday)
Dec. 26 (Monday) - Christmas Day

1984
Jan. 2 (Monday) - New Year's Day
Jan. 16 (Monday) - Martin Luther
King Day
May 30 (Wednesday) - Memorial
.Day
July 4 (Wednesday) Independence Day
Sept. 3 (Monday) - Labor Day
Nov. 12 (Monday) - Veterans' Day
Nov. 22 (Thursday) - Thanksgiving
Day
Nov. 23 (Friday) - Reassignment
of Presidents' Day (floating holiday)
Dec. 24 (Monday) - Reassignment
of Columbus Day (floating holiday)
Dec. 25 (Tuesday) - Christmas Day

1985
Jan. 1 (Tuesday) - New Year's Day
Jan. 21 (Monday) - Martin Luther
King Day
May 30 (Thursday) - Memorial Day
July 4 (Thursday} -- Independence
Day
Sept. 2 (Monday) - Labor Day
Nov. 11 (Monday) - Veterans' Day
Nov. 28 (Thursday) - Thanksgiving
Day
Nov. 29 (Friday) - Reassignment
of Presidents' Day (floating holiday)
Dec. 24 (Tuesday) - Reassignment
of Columbus Day (floating holiday)
Dec. 25 (Wednesday) - Christmas
Day
It should be noted in the above
schedules that holidays which occur
on a Sunday are observed the
following Monday. Holidays which
occur on a Saturday ~re observed the
preceding Friday.

Olscamp details impact of Issues 2 and 3
-

Faculty Senate went on record as
opposing State Issues 2 and 3 in a
resolution unanimously endorsed at
the Oct. 4 Senate meeting.
The resolution was approved
following a presentation by President
Olscamp on how the University would
be affected if State Issue 3 is
approved in the November election.
The issue calls for a repeal of the
personal income tax increase and
other tax law changes enacted by the
legislature in March of this year.
Dr. Olscamp told the Senate that if
the issue passes, Bowling Green
could lose $9.75 million of its $39.9
million subsidy for the current year,
and he outlined two ways the
University could make.up that deficit.
Raising student fees would be one
alternative, he said, adding that to
compensate for such a significant
loss of revenue the University would
be forced to raise its fees by about 33
percent (approximately $515 per year).
But, he said, "Since 1981, 27
percent of the state subsidy has been
cut from our budget. Almost all of
that has been made up in fee
increases. Our fees have doubled in
the past 10 years." Adding that
Bowling Green and state-assisted
institutions in general cannot afford
to continue in such a tuition spiral,
Dr. Olscamp said Ohio is currently
the fourth most expensive state in the
United States for public higher
education. Only Vermont,
Pennsylvania and New Hampshire
produce a higher percentage of their
per-pupil college costs through
tuition, he said. If Issue 3 passes in
November, he added, the state would
also rank last in the nation in its
dollar support of higher education.
An alternative for making up the
$9.75 million budget cut, the
president said, would be staff
reduction, adding that 390 jobs would
be eliminated if the total cut were
made up in personnel.
"Do not believe those who tell you
that nothing will happen until next
June if Issue 3 passes in November,"
he said, adding that the University
would be ordered by the governor to
respond immediately to the
referendum and that action would
begin no later than January 1984.
Dr. Olscamp also cautioned the
Senate against listening to
proponents of Issue 3. "They question
whether higher education will actually
be hit so hard," he said, adding, "I
believe we will."
He noted that higher education is
the most vulnerable of all state
budget divisions because it has no
strong political support, it requires no
act of the legislature to cut higher
education's budget, and other
divisions of the state budget, such as
welfare and prison opera'ilon, are
much more difficult to reduce.
"My experience as a University
president tells me to 'look out;' my
reason tells me to 'look out;' the
governor tells me, the regents all tell
me to 'look out' ... and I believe them,
and you should too,." he said.
Acknowledging that he is not so
certain about how the passage of
Issue 2, which would require that a
three-fifths majority of both houses of
the General Assembly be needed in
. order. to enact any fu~l,l{e ~~- ...

increases, will affect the University,
Dr. Olscamp said he personally
opposes that referendum because "it
changes the constitution, and it is
very, very hard to change the
constitution back."
"I hope very much that the current
legislature and the governor have the
wisdom to promise the people of
Ohio before the election that if there
is a significant dollar surplus in the
state this year, it will be returned to
the people through a tax rollback.
That is the way to handle this," Dr.
Olscamp said.
He told the Senate that he has not
discussed with anyone in the
administration just how the University
will cope if the tax repeal is
successful, but he assured the faculty
that they will have input into any
decisions made.
"I can tell you that I do not approve

of across-the-board reductions," he
said. "I would urge instead program
reductions, enrollment limitations and
serious increases in tuition."
He announced his intent to publicly
air his opinions on the state issues in
an many ways as possible prior to the
election, including radio and
television appearances which have
already begun.
"And what do I hope that you will
do? I hope you will make it your
business to inform yourselves as
thoroughly and quickly as you can on
both sides of these issues, and if you
decide as I have that they should be
defeated, then you will go out and try
to convince other people to accept
your view and then get them to the
polls.
"I hope you will also urge your
students to inform themselves and
then to go out and vote, and I hope

you individually will also vote and do
whatever you can to help others who
are working to defeat these issues."
In response to questions from the
senators about financial backing for
organized opposition to the issues,
Dr. Olscamp said no University funds
can or will be used to help defeat the
issues but that faculty and staff who
wish to make personal contributions
can do so by contacting Richard
Edwards, vice president for University
relations, who will arrange for
contributions to be.accepted through
the BGSU Foundation.
Senators also suggested that
faculty and staff concerned about the
outcome of the election voice their
opinions through letters to the editor
in the state's newspapers.
it was noted that Oct. 11 is the
deadline for voter registration for the
November election.

Public safety
Department changing· more than just in name
Bill Bess, director of, the
reorganized department of public
safety, lost 35 pounds and and gained
a lot of new ideas when he attended
an 11-week police training session at
the FBI National Academy in
Quantico, Va., last spring.
The weight loss is obvious; but less
visible are the changes taking place
in the public safety department which
has been restructured with the goal.
of making it more effective and
efficient to the public and more
appealing to the employees.
When Bess was in Virginia, he
wasn't learning how to be an FBI
agent. Instead he was learning the
latest in management and law
enforcement techniques along with
250 other law enforcement personnel
· from throughout the world.
It didn't take him long to begin
putting into practice what he learned.
This fall the former Campus Safety
and Security department was
reorganized into a departmer:t of
public safety with three divisions:
police, parking and traffic, and
environmental services.
"The reorganization was a direct
result of what both Karl Vogt (vice
president for operations) and I
considered a reasonable management
approach," Bess said. "It was good
for us at the University and good for
the public. We have made ourselves
and our services more visible."
Recalling that the designation
"University police" was dropped five
years ago because of image problems
the department was experiencing,
Bess said, "I think we have
successfully shed that old image. We
aren't afraid to call ourselves police
any longer. That is what we are."
The environmental services
department has been transferred from
personnel support services to public
safety, Bess said, because its
function is precisely one related to
public safety. Headed by Dan Parratt,
the division should become
increasingly visible both within and
outside the University, Bess said,
"because the entirP concepts of

·environmental health and safety are
receiving increased emphasis
nationwide."
Some changes also are underway
in the parking and traffic division,
headed by Jean Yarnell. ''That whole
area is being evaluated," Bess said,
with a goal of "better addressing the
needs of the campus and the people
who visit us."
Less obvious than the
reorganization, however, are
employee-related activities Bess has
instituted in the department both as a
result of his recent training and a
study completed by an organizational
development class in the College of
Business Administration.
Increased attention is being paid to
the concept of crime prevention, and
Charlotte Starnes has been appointed
full-time crime prevention/community
relations officer.
Bess explained that with police

budgets under constant scrutiny
nationwide, crime prevention is
viewed as one way to cut the cost of
law enforcement activities.
"Naturally, the more crime we can
prevent, the less work there is to do,"
he said.
What all the changes will mean for
faculty and staff, he said, is an
improved level of service. "With the
departmental reorganization, there
should be no doubt about whom to
call with a safety problem. We should
become more efficient and able to
provide more services with existing
personnel."
He added that increased faculty
and staff cooperation and
involvement in public safety activities
will be sought because ''we all have
the responsibility of maintaining the
safety of this campus, particularly
where prevention of accidents and
crime is concerned."
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AUl'llORS, AU1110RS. The Friends of the Univer·
sity Llbraries/Center for Archival Collections is looking
for authors whose work has been published since last
September (1982).
A reception for those authors will be hosted by the
Library Friends on Ocl 26. Faculty or staff who have
written or edited a book or a 1111JSica/ composition
published since September 1982 should contact
Sharon Gilbert in the library dean's office (372-2856)
as soon as possible to ensure that the list of guests to
be honored at the reception is complete.

IT'S FIRE PREVENTION WEEK. Fire Prevention
Week is being observed nationwide Oct 9-15, and the
University will also participate in the observance.
An exhibit is on display in the University Union,
where information on fire safety is also available this
week.
In addition, University employees will demonstrate
the use of a life-saving air bag by jumping from a
second-floor window at the Northeast Commons at 3
p.m. Tuesday (Oct. 11).

Student teaching program
ranked among best in nation
The College of Education's student
teaching program has been ranked as
among the best in the country in a
national independent study
conducted at Northern Illinois
University.
The two-year survey, coordinated by
James A. Johnson, director of
Northern Illinois' Office of Clinical
Education and Student Services,
gathered data from more than 900
institutions, and Bowling Green was
ranked as one of the top 11 of those
900 programs investigated
nationwide.
According to Dr. Johnson, the
survey focused on student teaching
programs as a way of evaluating
teacher education.in general because
'"nearly all teacher educators agree
that student teaching is one of the
most important components of our
teacher education programs."
Northern Illinois researchers based
their ratings on a list of 24
characteristics determined to be
desirable in a student teaching
program.
Those characteristics included
regional and national accreditation;
requirements for admission to
student teaching programs;

credentials of the college supervisors;
the frequency and length of
classroom visits by college
supervisors; the use of formal
agreements with cooperating schools;
and provision of benefits for
classroom teachers who work with
student teachers.
Sandra Packard, dean of the
College of Education, said the results
of the Northern Illinois survey are
gratifying to the University.
'"We have always had a great deal
of pride and confidence in our
teacher education program," she
said. '"Our own surveys, and the
comments of school administrators
who hire our graduates, assure us
that Bowling Green teachers are top- ·
notch. Still, it is especially nice when
an independent survey such as Dr.
Johnson's can attest to that quality."
Bowling Green places more than
800 student teachers each year in 63
different school systems throughout
northwest Ohio. In addition,
international student teaching
experiences are available for select
students at English-speaking schools
in Bogata, Colombia; Rio de Janeiro,
Brazil; and Montreal, Canada.

BOOKS ON DISPLAY. A collection of limited edition books published by Arkham House/Mycroft &
Moran, the foremost publisher of fantasy and macrabre
fiction of all time, is now being exhibited in the display
case on the first floor of the Jerome Library. The exhibit will remain through Nov. 6.
Catalogs of the works published by Arkham House
are available in the Popular Culture Library, also on
the first floor.

Installment payment plan
is popular fee option
The installment payment plan
approved by the Board of Trustees
last year attracted 3,074 students this
semester - approximately 16.6
percent of the 18,500 students who
paid to attend classes this fall.
Joe Martini, bursar, said the
payment plan has been successful,
both from the students' and
University's perspective.
'"We have provided students with
an excellent alternative to meeting
their college expenses," he said. "We
are pleased with the large number of
people who have chosen the plan.
The fact that it was so well received
is certainly an indication that this
kind of option was needed."
Martini said he believes the
installment payment option
contributed significantly to Bowling
Green's healthy enrollment this fall.
'"It seems to have been a factor in
helping students decide to enroll at
Bowling Green and something that
has also made it easier for continuing
students to return to the University,"
he said.
The plan allows students to make
their fall semester payments for fees,
room and board in four equal

Faculty Senate
future years; early retirement salary
adjustments for faculty who retired in
the initial years of the Supplemental
Retirement Program; bi-monthly
rather than monthly pay periods for
facultylcontract employees at the
University, and mandatory direct
deposit of paychecks to employee
accounts.
Among the issues currently under
FWC also is reviewing new
consideration in FWC, Dr. Mueller
retirement incentive legislation
said, are the distribution of the salary
approved by the General Assembly
pool (across the board and merit) in
and signed by the governor this
summer (see story at left).
Also reporting at the Senate
meeting was Lloyd Buckwell,
accounting and management
information systems, chair of the·
program they establish to no fewer
New state legislation that permits
Faculty
Senate Budget Committee.
than five percent of their STAS
employers to purchase up to five
of that committee, which
Members
years of service in the State Teachers members, although no maximum is
has
been
meeting
twice each week
set by law.
Retirement System as a retirement
reviewing
material
relative to the
Emphasizing that the University
incentive for specific employees was
educational,
capital,
general fee,
has not had sufficient time to analyze
discussed at the Oct. 4 meeting of
miscellaneous
auxiliary,
residence
what the budgetary impact of such a ·
Faculty Senate.
dining
hall
and
Firelands
and
program might be, Dr. Eakin said he
Richard Eakin, vice president for
budgets, are Christopher Dalton,
is studying carefully the financial
planning and budgeting, highlighted
chemistry;
Dawn Glanz, art; Donald
implications
of
such
a
program
for
the legislation for the Senate,
Sternitzke,
economics; Neil
Bowling
Green.
Any
decision
to
emphasizing that the University is
Pohlmann,
educational administration
implement
a
retirement
incentive
only in initial stages of determining
and
supervision;
John Bentley, music
must
be
made
by
the
Board
program
whether it will offer such a program.
performance
studies;
Judy Adams,
of
Trustees.
Amended Substitute House Bill
medical
technology;
Sharon
Rogers,
"We will need wide discussion of
410, passed this summer in the
library;
Teresa
Marano,
Firelands,
and
the issue before any proposal can be
legislature and signed in August by
Buckwell.
the governor, authorizes employers to made to the trustees," Dr. Eakin said.
In her report, Betty van der
In response to Senate questions,
establish a retirement incentive plan
Smissen, chair, reported that several
he said that it is his understanding
for employees who retire into STAS.
ad hoc committees will be appointed
that any program instituted at
What that means, Dr. Eakin said, is
to study issues raised at the last
that employers can agree to purchase Bowling Green would be entirely
Senate meeting, including the need
voluntary; that the employee would
additional service credit for an
for revisions in the summer school
not be required to contribute to the
employee who is an STAS member if
calendar and President Olscamp's
purchase of additional service credit
such purchase would make the
proposal to change commencement
and that eligibility for the program
employee at least minimally eligible
would be determined according to the format.
for STAS retirement.
She said the Senate Executive
number of years' credit a faculty
Committ~e has agreed that the
member had at Bowling Green if a
The legislation mandates that
Faculty Development Center should
limit were placed on the number of
those eligible for any retirement
not operate this year but that a
faculty who could opt for early
incentive program be age 50 or older
committee should be formed to make
retirement.
and qualified for retirement in STAS
recommendations about the center's
Dr. Eakin noted that data collected
with the purchase of up to five years
future beyond this year. She noted
three years ago reveal that
of service credit. The teacherlfaculty
that
alternate plans will be made for
approximately 105 Bowling Green
member must then agree to retire
some
of the center's functions this
faculty may be eligible to participate
within 90 days of the time the service
year
and
that the outcome of Jhis
in a retirement incentive program at
credit is purchased, and actually
year's
review
should be "a stronger
the University if it were initiated this
retire within that time. The law
faculty
development
program."
year.
stipulates that employers limit any · ·

Paul Mueller, finance and
insurance, chair of the Faculty
Welfare Committee, reported on
issues to be considered by the FWC
in coming weeks at the Oct. 4
meeting of the Faculty Senate.
Dr. Mueller, who said the
committee will meet the second and
fourth Tuesdays of each month this
academic year, encouraged faculty to
contact him or any member of FWC
with their concerns this year.

In addition to Dr. Mueller, the
committee includes Mickey Cochrane,
health, physical education and
recreation; Peter Wood, educational
foundations and inquiry; Boleslav.
Povsic, romance languages, and Jack
Ward, instructional media.

State legislation paves way
for retirement incentive program

installments, July, Aug. and Sept. 15
and Oct. 14. Students living off
campus are permitted to pay their
fees in three eqilal installments. Aug.
and Sept. 15 and Oct. 14.
Students living on campus who
choose the installment plan for spring
will make their payments in four
installments beginning Nov. 22 and
ending March 9. Those students who
live off campus will have the option
of making three payments in
December, February and March.
An installment payment application
fee is assessed students who opt to
spread their payments over the
course of the semester and a late
payment fee of $1 per day is
assessed for each installment
payment not made by the due date.

Undergrad research
awards available
Financial support for research
conducted by undergraduate students
will be available for the second
consecutive year through a program
sponsored by the Alumni Association
and Parents Club.
Awards of up to $500 will be
granted to a limited number of
undergraduates for their independent
research this year.
Projects must be sponsored by a
participating department and
supervised by a faculty adviser.
Undergraduates who have
completed 30 or more semester hours
and who have accumulated a grade
point average of·3.0 or better are
eligible to apply for the awards,
designed to encourage and reward
scholarly investigation at the
undergraduate level.
Application materials and
guidelines are available in
departmental offices and in the
Graduate College office.
The deadline to apply is Nov. 4.
Additional information about the
Alumni Undergraduate Research
Awards Program is available from
department chairs or Thomas B.
Cobb, assistant vice provost for
research, 372-2791.

Fair to highlight
off-campus study
An ""off-campus options" fair that
will highlight opportunities for study
away from Bowling Green will be held
from 10 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. Wednesday
(Oct. 12) on the lawn between Prout
and Hayes halls.
The fair is a cooperative effort by
nine offices and centers on campus,
including romance languages;
German and Russian; Asian studies;
health, physical education and
recreation; the Center for
International Programs; Center for
Educationar'Options; cooperative
education and the colleges of
Education and Arts arid Sciences.
Displays will be staffed by students
and/or program directors who will
have information available about the
various off-campus programs
sponsored by the University, including
such options as National Student
Exchange, student teaching abroad
and cooperative education.
In the event of rain, the fair will be
moved to the first floor lounge in
Prout Hall..

NEED A "BREAK?" Tenured faculty who have
taught at least seven years at Bowling Green may be
eligible for a faculty improvement leave.
The application deadline for leaves to be taken during the 1984-85 academic year is Dec. 1, 1983.
Faculty should consult the 1982-83 Faculty Handbook, pages 13-17, for guidelines for submitting leave
applications. There ar_e no forms to be completed.

However, the application should follow the outline on
page 17 of the 1982-83 handbook.
Faculty who elect one-semester leaves will be paid at
full salary for that term. Academic year (two-semester)
leaves will be funded at one-half salary.
Questions about the Faculty Improvement Leave
program should be directed to Norma Stickler in
academic affairs, 372-2915.

Facult:y 8t Staff
Presentations
Emil Dansker, journalism, coordinated
and was luncheon speaker for a seminar,
"Upgrading the Newspaper Library"'
hosted by the Management Center, School
of Journalism, library and educational
media department, the Ohio Newspaper
Association and the Newspaper Division
of the Special Libraries Association last
spring.
He also presented two programs for the
Marion Rotary Club during August as part
of the club's year-long series, "Our
Changing World." The programs, both
audio-visual, were entitled '"From War to
War and Beyond: Songs, Fad and
Fashions," co-presented with William L
Schurk, library, and '"Titanic: Women and
Children First. or Out One Era and into
Another:·
Richard H. Lineback. philosophy.
chaired a panel discussion and read a
paper on "Computers and Philosophy"'
during the World Congress of Philosophy
Aug. 21-27 in Montreal.
Mostafa H. Nagl, sociology. presented
an invited paper on "'Asian Labor
Migration to the Middle East:
Determinants of Current Trends and
Future Outlook" at the conference on
Asian Labor Migration to the Middle East
sponsored by the East/West Center in
Honolulu Sept. 19-23. He also chaired a
session on the economic consequences of
Asian labor migration.
Aida K. Tomeh, sociology, presented a
paper. "Sex Role Attitudes in France." at
the 78th annual meeting of The American
Sociological Association Aug. 31-Sept. 4
in Detroit.
Also presenting papers at the meeting
were Mostafa H. Nagi, "Dimensions of
Dependency in the Oil Rich Countries; ..
Joseph Jacoby, Meredith Pugh, Eldon
Snyder and Elmer Spreitzer, '"Survey of
Sociology Graduates;'" Snyder, "'Patterns
of Involvement in Serious Leisure: The
case of Tournament Shuffleboard
Players;" and Snyder and Spreitzer,
"'Research in Progress on the Sociology of
Sport: Emphasis on Qualitative -Research:'
Ryan D. Tweney, psychology, presented
a paper on the cognitive background of
Michael Faraday·s research in physics at
the second annual meeting of the
European Cheiron Society Sept. 2 in
Heidelburg, West Germany. Prior to
presenting the paper in Germany he spent
lhree weeks at the Royal Institution in
London conducting research on Faraday's
manuscript notebooks.

Recognitions
Carol E.. Aldridge, art, was among
selected slide curators from throughout
the United States and Canada to

participate in a workshop in June at the
University of Missouri at Kansas City.
Gail J. Junion, library, has been
appointed to the OHIONET Cataloging
Council, which serves as the advisory
body on cataloging material from Ohio for
the national OCLC Cataloging Council.
Teri Sharp, public relations, received an
Award of Merit in the 1983 Crystal Awards
sponsored by the Toledo chapter of
Women in Communications, Inc.
The awards program recognizes
outstanding work in the areas of
newspaper and magazine writing,
photography, advertising, design,
broadcast news and public relations as
judged by a panel of professionals in
those fields 1rom throughout the nation.
Sharp, who was honored in the public
relations division of the awards program,
was recognized for her work in promoting
University arts activities through the news
media.

Publications
Frank McKenna Jr., political science,
'"Cable Television Workshop."' in the
Proceedings of the July 20, 1983, 30th BiAnnual General Assembly of the Toledo
Metropolitan Area Council of
Governments, published in August. The
article was co-authored by Patrick Deville,
Buckeye Cablevision, Inc.
Richard E.. Messer, English,
"Returning Along," a poem published in
the spring/summer issue of Passages
North.
larTY Smith, English and humanities,
Firelands. is the author of a long interview
with author Lawrence Ferlinghetti
put;lished in Pig Iron: The New Surrealists,
fall 1983. The issue also contains Smith"s
poem. ··A Plant is a Moon."
Smith also is the author of a poem, "We
and Borges, .. published in the fall issue of
Scarab magazine.

Raymond K. Tucker, Richard L Weaver
II and Robert L Duran, speech
communication, '"Criterion-Related Validity
of Three Measures of Assertiveness," in
The Psychological Record, vol. 33, 1983.
Duran, who received his doctoral degree
from the University, is now on the faculty
of the University of Hartford.
Judi Warren, art, a quilt, "'Windowscape:
October Morning," to be published in The
Fiberarts Design II. a book to be released
this fall. The quilt was exhibited at Iowa
State University this summer when Warren
lectured and taught at the College of
Design·s "Heirloom to Heirloom·· quilt
symposium in July.
Last month she also lectured at Ball
State University in conjunction with an
invitational exhibit of contemporary quilts.

THINKING ABOUT RETIREMENT? Faculty and
administrative staff who expect to retire during the
next year are reminded that if they plan to participate
in the supplemental retirement program. application
for participation must be made by Dec. 1, 1983.
The general provisions of the program are included
in the Faculty and Administrative Staff handbooks.
Questions about the program should be directed to
the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs,
where application materials also are available.

Exam program benefits
non-traditional students
College Level Examination Program
tests are being offered in subjects in
10 departments this year as a result
of action taken by Academic Council
last year.
The subject exams, which are
offered primarily to non-traditional
students as a way of compensating
for knowledge they may have gained
on the job, are being administered by
the Counseling and Career
Development Center with the
assistance of the Center for
Educational Options, according to
Nancy L Miller, director of special
programs and independent studies in
the CEO.
Individual departments, however,
have reviewed the CLEP exams in
their respective subject areas and
have established the criteria for
passing those tests, Miller said.
The 10 departments that have
agreed to award credit for high
scores on the CLEP subject exams
are accounting, biological sciences,
chemistry, computer science, English,
history, home economics, legal
studies, marketing and sociology. The
courses for which credit will be given
following successful completion of
the exams range from Computer
Science 100 to Accounting 221 and
222, Legal Studies 301, Marketing
300, Home Economics 321, English
201 and introductory biology,
chemistry, sociology and history
courses.
In some cases no credit will be
given for successful completion of an
exam. The primary advantage of
taking exams without a credit option
is the opportunity to take courses
that otherwise might be precluded

Oct. 31 deadline for
FRC
awards
usually are tenable during the
The Oct. 31 deadline to apply for
annual awards sponsored by the
Faculty Research Committee is fast
approaching.
Guidelines and application
materials for the awards program
have been distributed to all
departmental offices and additional
copies are available in the Graduate
College office, 120 McFall Center.
The FRC sponsors two programs in
its annual cycle: research
associateships and research grants.
Research associateships are salary
awards to support faculty who pursue
approved research projects and

State English association to meet on campus
'"Composition and Critical
Understanding" will be the theme for
the fall meeting of the College
English Association of Ohio to be
hosted on campus Friday and
Saturday (Oct. 14 and 15).
College English teachers from
approximately 130 schools are
expected to attend the conference
which will explore the relationships
which should exist between writing
and other English-related activities
including reading, critical thought,
literature and the entire college or
university curriculum.
Among the workshop sessions
scheduled during the two-day event
are ""Teaching Writing as Critical
Understanding," to be chaired by
Robert Holland of the University of
Akron; "Computers and the Teaching
. of Composition •." to be chaired by

Carol Donley of Hiram College;
""Changing Ideas of Literacy," to be
chaired by Bowling Green's Bruce
Edwards Jr. and to include a
presentation by Jim Karpen, English,
on ""The Digitized Word: Literacy and
the 21st Century;" and "Structuring
the English Major: The Place of
Composition," to be chaired by
Richard Gebhardt of Findlay College
and to include a presentation by
Bowling Green faculty member
Thomas Wymer on ""Reforming the
English Curriculum - Writing
Components."
Other sessions will deal with
"Literature and Writing/' with Barton
Friedman of Cleveland State
University as chair; ""ReadinglReading
Theory and Writing," to be chaired by
Sara Garnes of the Ohio State

from a student's program because of
time limitations, Miller said. She
added that no student should have to
repeat coursework that has been
previously mastered. "If you have the
knowledge, it's a shame to repeat a
course if you can go on and do ·
additional study in your area or in
another area," she said. And that is
why exams are offered in various
mathematics and foreign language
areas, as well as in education,
English, management, political
science, psychology and economics.
According to Miller, students have
always had the option of asking for
credit by examination in_individual
departments, but the decision by
Academic Council last year paved the
way for setting more definite
standards for such "testing out."
Departments have now set their own
criteria for passing each exam, and
those criteria will not vary from
student to student, she said.
Each of the subject exams lasts a
maximum of 60 minutes; those with
essay components require an
additional 45 minutes to complete.
Most departments requesting that an
essay exam be administered have
stipulated that the essay be reviewed
by departmental faculty.
In addition to the specific subject
area CLEP examinations, the
University administers general CLEP
exams testing students' knowledge in
general studies areas such as the
humanities.
Students who opt to take a subject
exam must contact the Counseling
and Career Development Center to
make arrangements for the test. The
next testing date is Wednesday (Oct.
13).

University; and "Composition and
Critical Understanding," to be chaired
by Sandford Marovitz of Kent State
University.
Department chairs from throughout
the state will also meet in special
session to discuss such issues as the
growing trend among universities to
retrain faculty from other
departments to teach freshman
English; the role of English
departments in remediation, and the
need to correct the perception among
parents and potential English majors
that English has no "marketability."
Lester Barber, chair of the
University's English department, is
coordinating the fall conference
program. He ;s the current president
of the College English Association of
Ohio.

summer months. Research grants are
awarded to cover direct expenses
associated with a particular research
project. The Oct. 31 deadline applies
to both types of awards.
Priority in awarding FRC grants is
given to new faculty and beginning
researchers, but nearly all continuing
University faculty are eligible to
apply. Award announcements are
expected to be made by Jan. 17, 1984,
for support of projects beginning
after May 12.
In addition to the annual program,
the FRC continues to award Small
Research Grants and Travel Grants
which are available throughout the
year and for which applications are
accepted at any time.
For further information about the
annual program, small grant or travel
grant programs, contact Thomas B.
Cobb, Graduate College, at 372-2791.
Any of the following members of
the Faculty Research Committee may
also be contacted:
Ronald Hartley, accounting and
management information systems,
FRC chair (372-0351);
James Litwin, institutional studies
(372-2681);
William Speer, educational
curriculum and instruction (372-0151);
Richard James, music composition
and history (372-2868);
Janis Pallister, romance languages
(372-2460);
William Rock, history (372-2030);
Jong S. Yoon, biological sciences
(372-2742);
Bob Wu, marketing (372-0406).

AUl'llORS, AU1110RS. The Friends of the Univer·
sity Llbraries/Center for Archival Collections is looking
for authors whose work has been published since last
September (1982).
A reception for those authors will be hosted by the
Library Friends on Ocl 26. Faculty or staff who have
written or edited a book or a 1111JSica/ composition
published since September 1982 should contact
Sharon Gilbert in the library dean's office (372-2856)
as soon as possible to ensure that the list of guests to
be honored at the reception is complete.

IT'S FIRE PREVENTION WEEK. Fire Prevention
Week is being observed nationwide Oct 9-15, and the
University will also participate in the observance.
An exhibit is on display in the University Union,
where information on fire safety is also available this
week.
In addition, University employees will demonstrate
the use of a life-saving air bag by jumping from a
second-floor window at the Northeast Commons at 3
p.m. Tuesday (Oct. 11).

Student teaching program
ranked among best in nation
The College of Education's student
teaching program has been ranked as
among the best in the country in a
national independent study
conducted at Northern Illinois
University.
The two-year survey, coordinated by
James A. Johnson, director of
Northern Illinois' Office of Clinical
Education and Student Services,
gathered data from more than 900
institutions, and Bowling Green was
ranked as one of the top 11 of those
900 programs investigated
nationwide.
According to Dr. Johnson, the
survey focused on student teaching
programs as a way of evaluating
teacher education.in general because
'"nearly all teacher educators agree
that student teaching is one of the
most important components of our
teacher education programs."
Northern Illinois researchers based
their ratings on a list of 24
characteristics determined to be
desirable in a student teaching
program.
Those characteristics included
regional and national accreditation;
requirements for admission to
student teaching programs;

credentials of the college supervisors;
the frequency and length of
classroom visits by college
supervisors; the use of formal
agreements with cooperating schools;
and provision of benefits for
classroom teachers who work with
student teachers.
Sandra Packard, dean of the
College of Education, said the results
of the Northern Illinois survey are
gratifying to the University.
'"We have always had a great deal
of pride and confidence in our
teacher education program," she
said. '"Our own surveys, and the
comments of school administrators
who hire our graduates, assure us
that Bowling Green teachers are top- ·
notch. Still, it is especially nice when
an independent survey such as Dr.
Johnson's can attest to that quality."
Bowling Green places more than
800 student teachers each year in 63
different school systems throughout
northwest Ohio. In addition,
international student teaching
experiences are available for select
students at English-speaking schools
in Bogata, Colombia; Rio de Janeiro,
Brazil; and Montreal, Canada.

BOOKS ON DISPLAY. A collection of limited edition books published by Arkham House/Mycroft &
Moran, the foremost publisher of fantasy and macrabre
fiction of all time, is now being exhibited in the display
case on the first floor of the Jerome Library. The exhibit will remain through Nov. 6.
Catalogs of the works published by Arkham House
are available in the Popular Culture Library, also on
the first floor.

Installment payment plan
is popular fee option
The installment payment plan
approved by the Board of Trustees
last year attracted 3,074 students this
semester - approximately 16.6
percent of the 18,500 students who
paid to attend classes this fall.
Joe Martini, bursar, said the
payment plan has been successful,
both from the students' and
University's perspective.
'"We have provided students with
an excellent alternative to meeting
their college expenses," he said. "We
are pleased with the large number of
people who have chosen the plan.
The fact that it was so well received
is certainly an indication that this
kind of option was needed."
Martini said he believes the
installment payment option
contributed significantly to Bowling
Green's healthy enrollment this fall.
'"It seems to have been a factor in
helping students decide to enroll at
Bowling Green and something that
has also made it easier for continuing
students to return to the University,"
he said.
The plan allows students to make
their fall semester payments for fees,
room and board in four equal

Faculty Senate
future years; early retirement salary
adjustments for faculty who retired in
the initial years of the Supplemental
Retirement Program; bi-monthly
rather than monthly pay periods for
facultylcontract employees at the
University, and mandatory direct
deposit of paychecks to employee
accounts.
Among the issues currently under
FWC also is reviewing new
consideration in FWC, Dr. Mueller
retirement incentive legislation
said, are the distribution of the salary
approved by the General Assembly
pool (across the board and merit) in
and signed by the governor this
summer (see story at left).
Also reporting at the Senate
meeting was Lloyd Buckwell,
accounting and management
information systems, chair of the·
program they establish to no fewer
New state legislation that permits
Faculty
Senate Budget Committee.
than five percent of their STAS
employers to purchase up to five
of that committee, which
Members
years of service in the State Teachers members, although no maximum is
has
been
meeting
twice each week
set by law.
Retirement System as a retirement
reviewing
material
relative to the
Emphasizing that the University
incentive for specific employees was
educational,
capital,
general fee,
has not had sufficient time to analyze
discussed at the Oct. 4 meeting of
miscellaneous
auxiliary,
residence
what the budgetary impact of such a ·
Faculty Senate.
dining
hall
and
Firelands
and
program might be, Dr. Eakin said he
Richard Eakin, vice president for
budgets, are Christopher Dalton,
is studying carefully the financial
planning and budgeting, highlighted
chemistry;
Dawn Glanz, art; Donald
implications
of
such
a
program
for
the legislation for the Senate,
Sternitzke,
economics; Neil
Bowling
Green.
Any
decision
to
emphasizing that the University is
Pohlmann,
educational administration
implement
a
retirement
incentive
only in initial stages of determining
and
supervision;
John Bentley, music
must
be
made
by
the
Board
program
whether it will offer such a program.
performance
studies;
Judy Adams,
of
Trustees.
Amended Substitute House Bill
medical
technology;
Sharon
Rogers,
"We will need wide discussion of
410, passed this summer in the
library;
Teresa
Marano,
Firelands,
and
the issue before any proposal can be
legislature and signed in August by
Buckwell.
the governor, authorizes employers to made to the trustees," Dr. Eakin said.
In her report, Betty van der
In response to Senate questions,
establish a retirement incentive plan
Smissen, chair, reported that several
he said that it is his understanding
for employees who retire into STAS.
ad hoc committees will be appointed
that any program instituted at
What that means, Dr. Eakin said, is
to study issues raised at the last
that employers can agree to purchase Bowling Green would be entirely
Senate meeting, including the need
voluntary; that the employee would
additional service credit for an
for revisions in the summer school
not be required to contribute to the
employee who is an STAS member if
calendar and President Olscamp's
purchase of additional service credit
such purchase would make the
proposal to change commencement
and that eligibility for the program
employee at least minimally eligible
would be determined according to the format.
for STAS retirement.
She said the Senate Executive
number of years' credit a faculty
Committ~e has agreed that the
member had at Bowling Green if a
The legislation mandates that
Faculty Development Center should
limit were placed on the number of
those eligible for any retirement
not operate this year but that a
faculty who could opt for early
incentive program be age 50 or older
committee should be formed to make
retirement.
and qualified for retirement in STAS
recommendations about the center's
Dr. Eakin noted that data collected
with the purchase of up to five years
future beyond this year. She noted
three years ago reveal that
of service credit. The teacherlfaculty
that
alternate plans will be made for
approximately 105 Bowling Green
member must then agree to retire
some
of the center's functions this
faculty may be eligible to participate
within 90 days of the time the service
year
and
that the outcome of Jhis
in a retirement incentive program at
credit is purchased, and actually
year's
review
should be "a stronger
the University if it were initiated this
retire within that time. The law
faculty
development
program."
year.
stipulates that employers limit any · ·

Paul Mueller, finance and
insurance, chair of the Faculty
Welfare Committee, reported on
issues to be considered by the FWC
in coming weeks at the Oct. 4
meeting of the Faculty Senate.
Dr. Mueller, who said the
committee will meet the second and
fourth Tuesdays of each month this
academic year, encouraged faculty to
contact him or any member of FWC
with their concerns this year.

In addition to Dr. Mueller, the
committee includes Mickey Cochrane,
health, physical education and
recreation; Peter Wood, educational
foundations and inquiry; Boleslav.
Povsic, romance languages, and Jack
Ward, instructional media.

State legislation paves way
for retirement incentive program

installments, July, Aug. and Sept. 15
and Oct. 14. Students living off
campus are permitted to pay their
fees in three eqilal installments. Aug.
and Sept. 15 and Oct. 14.
Students living on campus who
choose the installment plan for spring
will make their payments in four
installments beginning Nov. 22 and
ending March 9. Those students who
live off campus will have the option
of making three payments in
December, February and March.
An installment payment application
fee is assessed students who opt to
spread their payments over the
course of the semester and a late
payment fee of $1 per day is
assessed for each installment
payment not made by the due date.

Undergrad research
awards available
Financial support for research
conducted by undergraduate students
will be available for the second
consecutive year through a program
sponsored by the Alumni Association
and Parents Club.
Awards of up to $500 will be
granted to a limited number of
undergraduates for their independent
research this year.
Projects must be sponsored by a
participating department and
supervised by a faculty adviser.
Undergraduates who have
completed 30 or more semester hours
and who have accumulated a grade
point average of·3.0 or better are
eligible to apply for the awards,
designed to encourage and reward
scholarly investigation at the
undergraduate level.
Application materials and
guidelines are available in
departmental offices and in the
Graduate College office.
The deadline to apply is Nov. 4.
Additional information about the
Alumni Undergraduate Research
Awards Program is available from
department chairs or Thomas B.
Cobb, assistant vice provost for
research, 372-2791.

Fair to highlight
off-campus study
An ""off-campus options" fair that
will highlight opportunities for study
away from Bowling Green will be held
from 10 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. Wednesday
(Oct. 12) on the lawn between Prout
and Hayes halls.
The fair is a cooperative effort by
nine offices and centers on campus,
including romance languages;
German and Russian; Asian studies;
health, physical education and
recreation; the Center for
International Programs; Center for
Educationar'Options; cooperative
education and the colleges of
Education and Arts arid Sciences.
Displays will be staffed by students
and/or program directors who will
have information available about the
various off-campus programs
sponsored by the University, including
such options as National Student
Exchange, student teaching abroad
and cooperative education.
In the event of rain, the fair will be
moved to the first floor lounge in
Prout Hall..

NEED A "BREAK?" Tenured faculty who have
taught at least seven years at Bowling Green may be
eligible for a faculty improvement leave.
The application deadline for leaves to be taken during the 1984-85 academic year is Dec. 1, 1983.
Faculty should consult the 1982-83 Faculty Handbook, pages 13-17, for guidelines for submitting leave
applications. There ar_e no forms to be completed.

However, the application should follow the outline on
page 17 of the 1982-83 handbook.
Faculty who elect one-semester leaves will be paid at
full salary for that term. Academic year (two-semester)
leaves will be funded at one-half salary.
Questions about the Faculty Improvement Leave
program should be directed to Norma Stickler in
academic affairs, 372-2915.

Facult:y 8t Staff
Presentations
Emil Dansker, journalism, coordinated
and was luncheon speaker for a seminar,
"Upgrading the Newspaper Library"'
hosted by the Management Center, School
of Journalism, library and educational
media department, the Ohio Newspaper
Association and the Newspaper Division
of the Special Libraries Association last
spring.
He also presented two programs for the
Marion Rotary Club during August as part
of the club's year-long series, "Our
Changing World." The programs, both
audio-visual, were entitled '"From War to
War and Beyond: Songs, Fad and
Fashions," co-presented with William L
Schurk, library, and '"Titanic: Women and
Children First. or Out One Era and into
Another:·
Richard H. Lineback. philosophy.
chaired a panel discussion and read a
paper on "Computers and Philosophy"'
during the World Congress of Philosophy
Aug. 21-27 in Montreal.
Mostafa H. Nagl, sociology. presented
an invited paper on "'Asian Labor
Migration to the Middle East:
Determinants of Current Trends and
Future Outlook" at the conference on
Asian Labor Migration to the Middle East
sponsored by the East/West Center in
Honolulu Sept. 19-23. He also chaired a
session on the economic consequences of
Asian labor migration.
Aida K. Tomeh, sociology, presented a
paper. "Sex Role Attitudes in France." at
the 78th annual meeting of The American
Sociological Association Aug. 31-Sept. 4
in Detroit.
Also presenting papers at the meeting
were Mostafa H. Nagi, "Dimensions of
Dependency in the Oil Rich Countries; ..
Joseph Jacoby, Meredith Pugh, Eldon
Snyder and Elmer Spreitzer, '"Survey of
Sociology Graduates;'" Snyder, "'Patterns
of Involvement in Serious Leisure: The
case of Tournament Shuffleboard
Players;" and Snyder and Spreitzer,
"'Research in Progress on the Sociology of
Sport: Emphasis on Qualitative -Research:'
Ryan D. Tweney, psychology, presented
a paper on the cognitive background of
Michael Faraday·s research in physics at
the second annual meeting of the
European Cheiron Society Sept. 2 in
Heidelburg, West Germany. Prior to
presenting the paper in Germany he spent
lhree weeks at the Royal Institution in
London conducting research on Faraday's
manuscript notebooks.

Recognitions
Carol E.. Aldridge, art, was among
selected slide curators from throughout
the United States and Canada to

participate in a workshop in June at the
University of Missouri at Kansas City.
Gail J. Junion, library, has been
appointed to the OHIONET Cataloging
Council, which serves as the advisory
body on cataloging material from Ohio for
the national OCLC Cataloging Council.
Teri Sharp, public relations, received an
Award of Merit in the 1983 Crystal Awards
sponsored by the Toledo chapter of
Women in Communications, Inc.
The awards program recognizes
outstanding work in the areas of
newspaper and magazine writing,
photography, advertising, design,
broadcast news and public relations as
judged by a panel of professionals in
those fields 1rom throughout the nation.
Sharp, who was honored in the public
relations division of the awards program,
was recognized for her work in promoting
University arts activities through the news
media.

Publications
Frank McKenna Jr., political science,
'"Cable Television Workshop."' in the
Proceedings of the July 20, 1983, 30th BiAnnual General Assembly of the Toledo
Metropolitan Area Council of
Governments, published in August. The
article was co-authored by Patrick Deville,
Buckeye Cablevision, Inc.
Richard E.. Messer, English,
"Returning Along," a poem published in
the spring/summer issue of Passages
North.
larTY Smith, English and humanities,
Firelands. is the author of a long interview
with author Lawrence Ferlinghetti
put;lished in Pig Iron: The New Surrealists,
fall 1983. The issue also contains Smith"s
poem. ··A Plant is a Moon."
Smith also is the author of a poem, "We
and Borges, .. published in the fall issue of
Scarab magazine.

Raymond K. Tucker, Richard L Weaver
II and Robert L Duran, speech
communication, '"Criterion-Related Validity
of Three Measures of Assertiveness," in
The Psychological Record, vol. 33, 1983.
Duran, who received his doctoral degree
from the University, is now on the faculty
of the University of Hartford.
Judi Warren, art, a quilt, "'Windowscape:
October Morning," to be published in The
Fiberarts Design II. a book to be released
this fall. The quilt was exhibited at Iowa
State University this summer when Warren
lectured and taught at the College of
Design·s "Heirloom to Heirloom·· quilt
symposium in July.
Last month she also lectured at Ball
State University in conjunction with an
invitational exhibit of contemporary quilts.

THINKING ABOUT RETIREMENT? Faculty and
administrative staff who expect to retire during the
next year are reminded that if they plan to participate
in the supplemental retirement program. application
for participation must be made by Dec. 1, 1983.
The general provisions of the program are included
in the Faculty and Administrative Staff handbooks.
Questions about the program should be directed to
the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs,
where application materials also are available.

Exam program benefits
non-traditional students
College Level Examination Program
tests are being offered in subjects in
10 departments this year as a result
of action taken by Academic Council
last year.
The subject exams, which are
offered primarily to non-traditional
students as a way of compensating
for knowledge they may have gained
on the job, are being administered by
the Counseling and Career
Development Center with the
assistance of the Center for
Educational Options, according to
Nancy L Miller, director of special
programs and independent studies in
the CEO.
Individual departments, however,
have reviewed the CLEP exams in
their respective subject areas and
have established the criteria for
passing those tests, Miller said.
The 10 departments that have
agreed to award credit for high
scores on the CLEP subject exams
are accounting, biological sciences,
chemistry, computer science, English,
history, home economics, legal
studies, marketing and sociology. The
courses for which credit will be given
following successful completion of
the exams range from Computer
Science 100 to Accounting 221 and
222, Legal Studies 301, Marketing
300, Home Economics 321, English
201 and introductory biology,
chemistry, sociology and history
courses.
In some cases no credit will be
given for successful completion of an
exam. The primary advantage of
taking exams without a credit option
is the opportunity to take courses
that otherwise might be precluded

Oct. 31 deadline for
FRC
awards
usually are tenable during the
The Oct. 31 deadline to apply for
annual awards sponsored by the
Faculty Research Committee is fast
approaching.
Guidelines and application
materials for the awards program
have been distributed to all
departmental offices and additional
copies are available in the Graduate
College office, 120 McFall Center.
The FRC sponsors two programs in
its annual cycle: research
associateships and research grants.
Research associateships are salary
awards to support faculty who pursue
approved research projects and

State English association to meet on campus
'"Composition and Critical
Understanding" will be the theme for
the fall meeting of the College
English Association of Ohio to be
hosted on campus Friday and
Saturday (Oct. 14 and 15).
College English teachers from
approximately 130 schools are
expected to attend the conference
which will explore the relationships
which should exist between writing
and other English-related activities
including reading, critical thought,
literature and the entire college or
university curriculum.
Among the workshop sessions
scheduled during the two-day event
are ""Teaching Writing as Critical
Understanding," to be chaired by
Robert Holland of the University of
Akron; "Computers and the Teaching
. of Composition •." to be chaired by

Carol Donley of Hiram College;
""Changing Ideas of Literacy," to be
chaired by Bowling Green's Bruce
Edwards Jr. and to include a
presentation by Jim Karpen, English,
on ""The Digitized Word: Literacy and
the 21st Century;" and "Structuring
the English Major: The Place of
Composition," to be chaired by
Richard Gebhardt of Findlay College
and to include a presentation by
Bowling Green faculty member
Thomas Wymer on ""Reforming the
English Curriculum - Writing
Components."
Other sessions will deal with
"Literature and Writing/' with Barton
Friedman of Cleveland State
University as chair; ""ReadinglReading
Theory and Writing," to be chaired by
Sara Garnes of the Ohio State

from a student's program because of
time limitations, Miller said. She
added that no student should have to
repeat coursework that has been
previously mastered. "If you have the
knowledge, it's a shame to repeat a
course if you can go on and do ·
additional study in your area or in
another area," she said. And that is
why exams are offered in various
mathematics and foreign language
areas, as well as in education,
English, management, political
science, psychology and economics.
According to Miller, students have
always had the option of asking for
credit by examination in_individual
departments, but the decision by
Academic Council last year paved the
way for setting more definite
standards for such "testing out."
Departments have now set their own
criteria for passing each exam, and
those criteria will not vary from
student to student, she said.
Each of the subject exams lasts a
maximum of 60 minutes; those with
essay components require an
additional 45 minutes to complete.
Most departments requesting that an
essay exam be administered have
stipulated that the essay be reviewed
by departmental faculty.
In addition to the specific subject
area CLEP examinations, the
University administers general CLEP
exams testing students' knowledge in
general studies areas such as the
humanities.
Students who opt to take a subject
exam must contact the Counseling
and Career Development Center to
make arrangements for the test. The
next testing date is Wednesday (Oct.
13).

University; and "Composition and
Critical Understanding," to be chaired
by Sandford Marovitz of Kent State
University.
Department chairs from throughout
the state will also meet in special
session to discuss such issues as the
growing trend among universities to
retrain faculty from other
departments to teach freshman
English; the role of English
departments in remediation, and the
need to correct the perception among
parents and potential English majors
that English has no "marketability."
Lester Barber, chair of the
University's English department, is
coordinating the fall conference
program. He ;s the current president
of the College English Association of
Ohio.

summer months. Research grants are
awarded to cover direct expenses
associated with a particular research
project. The Oct. 31 deadline applies
to both types of awards.
Priority in awarding FRC grants is
given to new faculty and beginning
researchers, but nearly all continuing
University faculty are eligible to
apply. Award announcements are
expected to be made by Jan. 17, 1984,
for support of projects beginning
after May 12.
In addition to the annual program,
the FRC continues to award Small
Research Grants and Travel Grants
which are available throughout the
year and for which applications are
accepted at any time.
For further information about the
annual program, small grant or travel
grant programs, contact Thomas B.
Cobb, Graduate College, at 372-2791.
Any of the following members of
the Faculty Research Committee may
also be contacted:
Ronald Hartley, accounting and
management information systems,
FRC chair (372-0351);
James Litwin, institutional studies
(372-2681);
William Speer, educational
curriculum and instruction (372-0151);
Richard James, music composition
and history (372-2868);
Janis Pallister, romance languages
(372-2460);
William Rock, history (372-2030);
Jong S. Yoon, biological sciences
(372-2742);
Bob Wu, marketing (372-0406).

ITEMS FOR SALE. The business education department has for sale to University departments and offices
five IBM Selectric typewriters, priced at S150 each. For
further information call 372-2541 or visit 306A Hayes
Hall.
The Student Recreation Center also has for sale a
Savin 780 auto-feed, auditron copier, four and a-half
years old. For further information contact the SRC at
372-2711.

YOU CAN STILL BUY A LAUGH. Good seats are
still available for the Nov. 5 Parents Day performance
to feature comedian and talk show host David Brenner.
Brenner will appear at 8 p.m. in Anderson Arena during the annual show sponsored by the Alumni Association. His act will be preceded by a performance by the
the Uni\•ersity Jazz Lab Band playing "Big Band
Sounds."
All SS chairback seats for the show have been sold,
but nearly 2,000 tickets in the SS and $3 bench and

bleacher areas remain. Because the show will be staged
"in the round" this year, seats in all sections of the
arena will allow full view of the performance.
Tickets can be purchased from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday at the Mileti Alumni Center.
Telephone orders will be accepted if tickets are charged to VISA or Mastercard. An order form also can be
requested by phone.
For further information or to place a ticket order
contact the alumni center at 372-2701.
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Datebook
Exhibits

Wednesday, Oct. 12

Drawings and paintings by Linda
Ames·Bell, through Oct. 16, McFall Center
Gallery. Gallery hours are 8:30 a.m. to 5
p.m. weekdays and 2-5 p.m. Sundays.
"Stories My Father Told Me of Clowns,
Buffoons and Court Jesters," an exhibit of
sculpture by Ed Parker. assistant
professor of art at Cuyahoga Community
College, through Oct. 21, Mileti Alumni
Center Gallery. Gallery hours are 8 a.m. to
5 p.m. weekdays.
Collages, stamp art and photography by
Bill Whorral and Curt Uebelhor, through
Oct. 30, Fine Arts Gallery, School of Art.
Gallery hours are 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.
weekdays and 2·5 p.m. Sundays.

Soccer vs. Indiana, 3:30 p.m., Cochrane
Field.
"Hot L Baltimore," University Theatre
production, 8 p.m., Main Auditorium,
University Hall. For ticket information call
372-2719.
BGSU Jazz Combos, free concert, 8
p.m .• Bryan Recital Hall, Moore Musical
Arts Center.

Monday, Oct. 10
Readings by Paul Beaudoin and Val
Gerstle, creative writing program graduate
students, 6:30 p.m., Commuter Center
Lounge, Moseley Hali. Free.
"A Husband for Life;'' German film
series, 7:30 p.m., Gish Film Theater,
Hanna Hall. Free.

Tuesday, Oct. 11
Fire PreYentlon Week demonstration of
life-saving air bag, 3 p.m., Northeast
Commons. University personnel will jump
from a second-floor window.

Employment
Opportunities
CLASSIFIED EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES
'Indicates that an internal candidate from
the department is bidding and being
considered for the position.
NEW VACANCIES
Posting Expiration Date: 5 p.m. Monday,
Oct. 17, 1983

10-17-1

Clerk 2
Pay Range 3
Library (Music)
Permanent part-time

10-17-2

Custodial Worker
Pay Range 2
Plant Operations & Maintenance

10-17·3

Secretary 1
Pay Range 26
Graduate Student Senate

10-17-4

Telephone Operator 1
Pay Range 3
Firelands Campus (Huron, Ohio)

10-17-5

Typist 1
Pay Range 3
Social Philosophy & Policy
Center
Temporary full-time, grant·funded
to 6/30/84

CONTINUING VACANCIES
Posting Expiration Date: 5 p.m. Monday,
Oct. 10, 1983

10-10-1

10-10-2

Cook 1
Pay Range 3
University Union
Typist 1
Pay Range 3 ~
Social Phil~v~hy & Policy
Center c;
Tem~~f part-time, grant·
fundt.V 10 6/30/84

Junior Scholars sample college experience

Thursday, Oct. 13
"The 1983 West German Elections,"
speech by Kendall Baker, dean of the
College of Arts ar.d Sciences, sponsored
by the department of German and Russian
and the department of political science,
3:30 p.m., 112 Lile Sciences Bldg. Free.
"Grapes of Wrath," UAO film series, 8
p.m., Gish Film Theater, Hanna Hali. Free.
"Hot L Baltimore," University Theatre
production, 8 p.m., Main Auditorium,
University Hall. For ticket information call
372-2719.

Priday, Oct. 14
Board of Trustees, 10 a.m., 127 A & B,
Technology Bldg.
Jazz pianist Stanley Cowell, 2:30 p.m.,
Bryan Recital Hall, Moore Musical Arts
Center. Free. Cowell, an associate
professor of jazz studies at Lehman
College in New York, will be on campus
four days this week giving a master class
and meeting informally with faculty and
students. His visit is sponsored by the
ethnic cultural arts program.
Hockey vs. Clarkson, 7:30 p.m., Ice
Arena.
"Hot L Baltimore," University Theatre
production, 8 p.m., Main Auditorium,
University Hall. For ticket inforrnation call
372-2719.
"Fast Times at Rldgemont High,"
UAO film series, 8:30 p.m., 10:30 p.m. and
midnight, 210 Math-Science Bldg.
Admission $1.50 with University l.D. Two
tickets may be purchased with one l.D.

Saturday, Oct. 15
"Meet an Author Conference," featuring
award·winning children's author Tomie
dePaola, 9 am. to noon, 115 Education
Bldg. There is a $2 registration fee for
both children and adults.
"Hot L Baltimore," University Theatre
production, 3 and 8 p.m., Main Auditorium,
University Hall. For ticket information call
372·2719.
Hockey vs. Clarkson, 7:30 p.m., Ice
Arena. •
"Fast Times at Rldgemont High," UAO
film series, 8:30 p.m., 10:15 p.m. and
midnight, 210 Math-Science Bldg.
Admission $1.50 with University l.D. Two
tickets may be purchased with one l.D.

Sunday, Oct. 16
Collegiate Chorale, free concert, 3 p.m.,
Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center.
Soccer vs. Western Michigan, 3:30 p.m.,
Cochrane Field.
Bryan Chamber Series program, 8 p.m.,
Bryan Recital Hall, Moore Musical Arts
Center.

Monday, Oct. 1 7
"Night Service," German film series,
7:30 p.m., Gish Film Theater, Hanna Hall.

Free.
Cleweland Harpsichord Duo, Artist
Series performance, 8 p.m., Bryan Recital
Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center. Free.

faculty/Staff Positions
The following faculty position has been authorized:
Engll~h: Associate professor. Contact Lester Barber (2-2576). Deadline: Dec. 8, 1983
The following administrative staff positions have been authorized:
DeYelopmental Leaming Center: Reading specialist. Contact Jack Taylor (2-0357).
Deadline: Oct. 14, 1983
.
Placement SerYlces: Director. Contact Bob Arrowsmith (2-2147). Deadlifte: Nov. 1, 1983
WBGU-TV: Photographerlvideographer. Contact Jan Bell (2-0121). Deadline: Nov. 15,

' ...........1983.

When high school isn't enough

Karr Vogt, vice president for operations, was the speaker at the first Brown
Bag Lunch sponsored by the Classified Staff Advisory Committee this year.
The CSAC will host similar gatherings at noon the first Wednesday of each
month during the academic year. All lunches will be held in the Northeast
Commons. The speaker at next month's luncheon will be Charlotte Starnes,
public safety, who will talk about the new crime prevention/community
relations program on campus.

Proper permits save visitors
from parking headaches
Faculty and staff who are
expecting either groups or individual
visitors to campus in coming weeks
should familiarize themselves with
the proper procedures necessary to
avoid parking headaches for those
visitors.
All visitors are subject to all
parking regulations and must obtain a
parking permit appropriate to the
length of their stay on campus.
Individual guests can pick up a free
one-day parking permit at the Visitor
Information Center at the east end of
campus. The booth is open 8:30 a.m.
to 6 p.m. Monday through Friday.
Campus maps are given to each
visitor who registers at the
Information Center.
During hours when the booth is not
open, visitors should obtain a parking
permit from the parking and traffic
office in the Northeast Commons.
That office is open 7 am. to 9 p.m.
Monday through Friday and 8 a.m. to
4 p.m. Saturdays and Sundays.
Guests who will remain on campus

For some of today's brighter high
school students, the day-to-day ·
academic routine just isn't
stimulating enough.
Many of those students, who have
been identified in their local schools
as "gifted and talented," are afforded
special enrichment opportunities
through programs organized within
their schools, and the University is
now cooperating to make those
programs even more rewarding.
Nancy Miller, Center for
Educational Options, is the campus
coordinator of a Junior Scholars
Program which each month brings
approximately 125 gifted and talented
high school students from the area to
campus for a half-day session with
University faculty.
According to Miller, the students
don't just come to campus for a
"show and tell" discussion. "They

want to be engaged intellectually in
some kind of activity that interests
them," she said.
Last week, for example, the
students visited the Moore Musical
Arts Center where Burton Beerman,
John Sampen and Marilyn Shrude,
composition and history, discussed
their work. The program included a
tour of the College of Musical Arts'
electronic music studio.
"We try to arrange programs that
will excite the students who come to
campus," Miller said, adding that the
initial presentation last fall was by
Michael Marsden, popular culture,
who talked about the influence of
television on young people. That
session was held in the Wood County
Courthouse with about 75 students,
and the response was so good that
following sessions were moved to
campus where more students could

•

more than one day must obtain their
permit at the Parking and Traffic
office.
Permits also must be obtained from
the parking office for large groups
visiting the campus for a specific
conference, workshop or other special
program. In some cases there is a
charge for permits issued to such
groups.
The permits should be obtained in
advance by contacting the parking
office with details about the event to
be held and the number of visitors
expected.
Jean Yarnell, director of parking
and traffic, said the only sure way to
avoid the problems involved when
visitors' vehicles are ticketed while
they are on campus is to make the
proper arrangements with her office
by calling 372-2776.
Faculty and staff who conduct
business in the parking office are
permitted to park in the "Reserved for
Police" spaces in Lot G adjacent to
the Commons, she said.

be accommodated.
Other programs have been
presented by Edmund Danziger,
history, on the Detroit Indian
population; Elden Snyder, sociology,
on the sociology of sport; Stephen
Gregory, physics and astronomy, on
the structure of the universe; Ann
Bowers and Paul Yon, Center for
Archival Collections, and Susan
Arpad,. women's studies, on archival
research, and JaFran Jones, music
composition and history, on African
music.
Among the most popular sessions,
however, Miller recalls, was one led
by Richard Lineback, philosophy,
during which the participating
students discussed medical ethics
and then engaged one another is
critical decision-making in life and
death matters.
_
Miller emphasized that the
activities are not recruitment oriented
but instead are designed to
emphasize cooperation between the
University and secondary schools in
the area. Most of the students who

Noted children's author on campus Oct. 15
Tomie dePaola, award-winning
author and illustrator of children's
books, will be on campus Saturday
(Oct. 15) as the featured speaker at
the first "Meet An Author
Conference."
It is not too late to register for the
event, which is being sponsored by
the College of Education and the
department of educational curriculum
and instruction.
Bonnie Chambers and Janet
Schnupp-Lee, eductional curriculum
and instruction, are coordinating the
registration, which is open to both
children and adults. There is a $2 fee
for all participants in the program,
which will run from 9 a.m. to noon.
Children who attend the conference
will rotate among Htree educational
sessions. In one of those sessions '· ·
they will meet and talk with dePaola. ·
Adults who attend can participate in
three of four sessions and also will
have the opportunity to meet the
guest author.
At the close of the conference both
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participate in the Junior Scholars
Program are from Wood County, and
many attend more than one program
during the year, although some elect
only those that are in their particular
area of interest.
Miller added that interest in the
program continues to grow. "We have
many more students and many more
schools who would like to be involved
in our monthly sessions," she said,
"but right now we are limited in the
numbers we can handle. In addition
to the students, she said, many of the
participating schools send teachers
who have a particular interest in the
topic to be discussed during a given
session.
··we know that both the students
and the teachers really enjoy what we
do with them here," Miller said,
adding that participants are asked to
evaluate each session and the
evaluations are nearly always
positive.
"It's definitely the kind of program
we'd like to expand if resources
allow," she said.

New time collection method
established for classified staff

children and adults will be able to
purchase as many as 40 of dePaola's
books and have them autographed by
the author.
For additional information contact
either Dr. Chambers or Dr. SchnuppLee at 372-0151.

Monitor Is published weekly for
faculty and staff of Bowling Green
State UniYerslty. The deadline to
submit material for the next Issue,
Monday, Oct. 17, is 5 p.m. Tuesday,

Burton Beerman, music composition and history, shared his expertise in
electronic music with approximately 125 gifted and talented high school
students who visited the campus Oct. 11. The students participated in a Junior
Scholars Program which brings a similar group of students to campus once
each month. All students who participate in the program, coordinated by the
Center for Educational Options, are identified as gifted and/or talented by
their high schools.

Seve~a/'staff who jumped from the roof of the Commons Building on Oct. 11
as part of the campus observance of National Fir~ Safe_ty Week can now say
with certainty that life-saving air bags work. ~ senes of fU!"Ps. was made from
the roof by both University staff and Bow/mg Green C!tY flf'! personnel to
demonstrate the techniques to be used in the event of a ftre wh1c_h would lof!=e
evacuation from a roof or window of a University building. The atr bags, wh~ch
take 60 seconds to reinflate after each jump, are safe for jumps from as high
as 120 feet, or approximately the height of the Administratio'! Building'. a_ccor·
ding to Dan Parratt, environmental services.. The .demo~strat1on was a 1omt ef·
fort of the environmental services staff, University police department and the
Bowling Green city fire department:

A new time collection method
for full-time classified employees
will be implemented effective Oct.
30.
The payroll and personnel
offices have devised a new
"payroll by exception" policy
which will mean that employees
will no longer punch a time clock
or complete a time card if they
work a regular 40-hour week.
instead, only those employees
who do not work a full 40-hour
week will be required to report
their time on a new Time Report
Form developed by the personnel
and payroll offices.
Seminars on this new time
collection method will be
conducted at 10. a.m. and 2 p.m. on
Friday, Oct. 21, and Monday, Oct.

24, in the Northeast Commons. These
seminars are for supervisors only and
it is mandatory that all supervisors
attend.
During the seminars a brief
explanation of the new form will be
given, directions for completing the
form will be distributed and
questions will be addressed from
those attending.
The forms distributed at the
seminar will be used for the first
week of time reporting (the week of
Oct. 30 to Nov. 5) under the new
system. Those forms will be due in
the payroll office by 10 a.m. on
Nov. 7.
All full-time classified employees
will receive an individual mailing
explaining the new system prior to
the Oct. 30 implementation date.

